Abstract-Small files are known to pose major performance challenges for file systems. Yet, such workloads are increasingly common in a number of Big Data Analytics workflows or largescale HPC simulations. These challenges are mainly caused by the common architecture of most state-of-the-art file systems needing one or multiple metadata requests before being able to read from a file. Small input file size causes the overhead of this metadata management to gain relative importance as the size of each file decreases. In this paper we propose a set of techniques leveraging consistent hashing and dynamic metadata replication to significantly reduce this metadata overhead. We implement such techniques inside a new file system named TýrFS, built as a thin layer above the Týr object store. We prove that TýrFS increases small file access performance up to one order of magnitude compared to other state-of-the-art file systems, while only causing a minimal impact on file write throughput.
I. INTRODUCTION
A large portion of research in data storage, management and retrieval focuses on optimizing access performance for large files [1] - [5] . Yet, handling a large number of small files raises other difficult challenges, that are partly related to the very architecture of current file systems. Such small files, with a size inferior to a few megabytes, are very common in large-scale facilities, as shown by multiple studies [6] , [7] . They can be generated by data-intensive applications such as CM1 [8] or HACC [9] , Internet of Things or Stream Processing applications, as well as large scale workflows such as Montage [10] , CyberShake [11] or LIGO [12] . Improving file access performance for these applications is critical for scalability in order to handle ever-growing data sets on largescale systems [13] .
As the amount of data to be transferred for storage operations on any single small file is intuitively small, the key to optimizing access performance for such files lies in improving the efficiency of the associated metadata management. Actually, as the data size for each file decreases, the relative overhead of opening a file is increasingly significant. In our experiments, with small enough files, opening a file may take up to an order of magnitude more time than reading the data it contains. One key cause of this behavior is the separation of data and metadata inherent to the architecture of current file systems. Indeed, to read a file, a client must first retrieve the metadata for all folders in its access path, that may be located on one or more metadata servers, to check that the user has the correct access rights or to pinpoint the location of the data in the system. The high cost of network communication significantly exceeds the cost of reading the data itself.
We advocate that a different file system architecture is necessary to reduce the cost of metadata management for such workloads involving many small files. While one could think of co-locating data and metadata, a naive implementation would pose significant performance or consistency issues [14] . For example, the metadata for a directory containing large numbers of files would potentially be replicated to an important number of servers, both wasting precious memory resources and causing low metadata update performance. While others worked on optimizing metadata management [15] - [19] , their contributions iterate on existing architectures, improving the internal handling of operations at the metadata server by means of caching or compression, without fixing the root cause of the issue, that is, the metadata distribution.
In this paper we propose a completely different approach and design a file system from the bottom up for small files without sacrificing performance for other workloads. This enables us to leverage some design principles that address the metadata distribution issues: consistent hashing [20] and dynamic data replication [21] . Consistent hashing enables a client to locate the data it seeks without requiring access to a metadata server, while dynamic replication adapts to the workload and replicates the metadata on the nodes from which the associated data is accessed. The former is often found in key-value stores [22] , [23] , while the latter is mostly used in geo-distributed systems [24] - [26] .
We briefly motivate this research leveraging a short experiment (Section II) and review the related work (Section III). Our contributions are threefold:
• We propose a novel file system architecture optimized for small files based on consistent hashing and dynamic metadata replication while not sacrificing performance for other workloads (Section IV).
• We detail the design and implementation of TýrFS, a file system implementing the aforementioned principles (Section V), built atop the Týr object storage system [27] .
• After introducing our experimental platform (Section VI), we leverage TýrFS in various applicative contexts and factually prove its applicability to both HPC and Big Data workloads (Section VII). We prove that it significantly outperforms state-of-the-art file systems, increasing throughput by up to one order of magnitude.
We finally discuss the limitations of our approach (Section VIII) and conclude on the future work that could further enhance our proposal (Section IX). 
II. MOTIVATION: OVERHEAD OF READING SMALL FILES
In this section we seek to describe in more detail the issue by studying the concrete performance effects of reducing file size with a large data set. For that matter, we plot the time taken and file system CPU usage when reading a constantsize data set while decreasing the size of the files it contains.
We perform these experiments using both the Lustre [28] (2.10.0) and OrangeFS [29] (2.9.6) distributed file systems, that we setup on 24 nodes of the Paravance cluster in Rennes (France) of the Grid'5000 testbed [30] . On 24 other machines of the same cluster (384 cores) we launch a simple ad-hoc MPI benchmark reading in parallel the contents of a pre-loaded set of files. The set size varies between 38,400 × 32 MB files (100 files per rank) to 3.84 × 10 7 × 32 KB files (100,000 files per rank), for a total combined size of 1.22 TB.
In Figure 1 we plot the aggregate throughput achieved by Lustre and OrangeFS. For both systems we note a decrease of the read throughput as we reduce the size of the files. The decrease is as significant as one order of magnitude when replacing 32 MB by 32 KB files.
In Figure 2 we detail these results. We calculate the total execution time of the benchmark with Lustre and OrangeFS. We highlight the proportion of this time spent on the open operation fetching the metadata (M) and on the read operation actually reading the data (D). Interestingly, with smaller file sizes, the open operation takes a significant portion of the total I/O time. This proportion is above 90% for 32 KB files for both systems, while it is less than 35% for larger file sizes.
These results clearly demonstrate that reducing the size of the files puts a very high pressure on the file system metadata. This is caused by the very architecture of most file systems, in which metadata and data are separated from each other. This implies that metadata needs to be accessed before performing any read operation. Consequently, we argue that reducing the cost of metadata management without changing the file system architecture cannot possibly address the root cause of the performance drop.
These observations guide the design and implementation of TýrFS, which we detail in Sections IV and V.
III. RELATED WORK: METADATA OPTIMISATIONS
While improving I/O performance when accessing small files in a distributed file system is a known problem, most of the work to date focuses on optimizing metadata management and assumes constant file system architecture. Two main solutions appear: reducing resource consumption required for metadata management, or completely eluding the problem with combining a set of small files into a smaller set of larger files.
Optimizing metadata management can be done in a number of ways. In [16] , Carns et al. study with PVFS [31] the impact of various strategies such as metadata commit coalescing, storing data right inside inodes or pre-creating files. While highly effective, those optimizations are orientated towards improving small file write performance and have little to no effect on read operations. Creating archives from a large number of small files is the second frequent option found in the literature. For instance in HDFS [32] , the HAR (Hadoop Archive) format [33] is leveraged by [19] , [34] to transform an input dataset composed of many small files into a set of large files that can be handled efficiently by the metadata node. Building on this work, Vorapongkitipun et al. [35] propose a new archive format for Hadoop that further improves performance. While this approach is arguably extremely effective, it requires a pre-processing step to transform the input data set. Furthermore, this requires modifying the application so it is able to take such archives as input. As such, this approach is not applicable for workloads where small files are generated as intermediate data between processing steps. These challenges are partly addressed by Zhang et al. in [18] , by delegating the merge task to a middleware process. While highly interesting, this approach retains the main drawback of archiving, that is, complexifying operations other than simple reads.
Overall, we note that the optimizations proposed in the literature having a significant impact on read performance rely on archiving, and optionally indexing files. While such approaches are indisputably effective for analyzing large sets of data, they invariably result in relaxing or dropping part of the POSIX I/O API. Notably, unlike this paper, no related work considers modifying a file after it has been written. While this may not be an issue for Big Data Analytics, this certainly is for HPC use cases relying on I/O frameworks such as HDF5 [36] . 
IV. DESIGNING A FILE SYSTEM FOR SMALL FILES
In this section we detail the main architectural and design goals that drive the design of a file system optimized for small files. We consider as small files those for which it does not make sense to split them into multiple pieces (chunking). Since this notion is variable and cannot be defined precisely, we will consider as small -files with a size under a few megabytes.
A. Detailing the metadata distribution issue
First, let us consider the behavior of a typical distributed file system for reading a file, whose path is /foo/file. We consider the case of centralized metadata management, which is the base architecture of Lustre [28] or HDFS [32] . As shown in Figure 3 , the request is performed in two steps. First, the client interrogates the metadata server to get the layout information of the file to read, including the actual node on which the data is located. Only with this information can the client access the data, in a second step. While the cost of such metadata fetching is amortized when reading large files, it cannot be with small ones. Should the user seek to read many files, the cost of this communication with the metadata node is to be paid for each file access. This largely explains the results observed in Section II.
The previous results also noticeably show a further performance degradation with OrangeFS [29] compared to Lustre. This is caused by the distribution of the metadata across the entire cluster, which brings better horizontal scalability properties at the cost of additional metadata requests, as illustrated in Figure 4 . Note that the location of the metadata for any given file in the cluster is independent from the location of its data.
Intuitively, we understand that two problems are to be tackled when dealing with small files at scale:
• First, the client should be able to locate by itself the pieces of data to be read without requiring communication with a dedicated metadata server.
• Second, all the metadata required to read a file should be colocated with the file data whenever possible.
Those two steps would allow the client to bypass metadata requests entirely, consequently offering significantly better performance when dealing with many small files. While these principles are seemingly easy, they are challenging to implement for distributed file systems because of the hierarchical nature of their namespace. 
B. Predictably distributing data across the cluster
In typical file systems, the data is distributed across the cluster in a non-predictable fashion. A metadata process is responsible for assigning a set of nodes to each file based on some system-specific constraints [37] . This location is saved in the file metadata, which therefore needs to be queried in order to later pinpoint the location of the data in the cluster. While this allows a great latitude in finely tweaking data location, it inherently imposes at least two successive requests in order to retrieve data in the cluster. As the data is small, this request cost is non-amortizable in the case of small files.
This challenge has long been solved for state-of-the-art distributed object stores such as Dynamo [23] or Riak [38] . Indeed, instead of relying on metadata to locate information in a cluster, these systems distribute the data in a predictable fashion, using a common algorithm shared across the cluster and the clients. This effectively allows the clients to infer the location of any data they want to access without prior communication with any metadata node.
Such predictable data distribution is however challenging for file systems due to their hierarchical nature. For accessing any single file, a client needs to read the metadata of all the folder hierarchy for this file in order to check, for example, that the user has the correct permissions for reading it. Let us illustrate this with a simple example. A folder at /foo contains many files to be processed by a data analytics tool. To distribute the load across the storage nodes, these files should arguably be spread across the cluster. As such, while clients would be able to locate each file in the cluster because of the predictable location algorithm, they would still need to access the metadata for /, /foo and for the file to be read. All these metadata pieces are potentially located on a different set of servers, and would hence require additional communication that we are precisely seeking to eliminate.
Although such predictably data distribution is a step towards the solution, it cannot be considered independently of metadata management. Some file systems such as Ceph [39] partially leverage predictable distribution for reducing the metadata size without addressing the issue of its distribution.
C. Towards data and metadata colocation
To significantly reduce the overhead of metadata fetching we propose to collocate it with the data it concerns. Let us keep our example of the /foo folder containing many files. This implies that the node storing the data for the file /foo/a.txt would also hold the metadata for /, /foo and /foo/a.txt. We do so by leveraging an architecture roughly similar to that of OrangeFS. Each node composing the file system cluster integrates two services. First, a metadata service manages meta-information relative to folders and files. Second, a data service persists the data relative to the objects (files or folders) stored on this node.
As a first principle, we propose to always store the metadata for any given file on the same nodes the first chunk of the file is stored. As small files are by definition composed of a single chunk, this effectively eliminates the need for remotely fetching the file metadata before accessing its data. This contrasts with the design of OrangeFS, which does not guarantee such collocation. Such design is conceptually similar to the decision of embedding the contents of small-enough file right inside inodes on the Ext4 local file system.
Collocating the file data with the metadata of its folder hierarchy is a significantly harder problem. Indeed, a folder may contain many other folders and files potentially stored on different nodes. Specifically, the root folder itself is by definition ancestor of all folders and files. One could think of statically replicating this data to every relevant node. Yet, this solution would have huge implications in terms of storage overhead because of the potentially large amount of metadata replicated, and in terms of write performance because of the need to maintain consistency across all metadata replicas.
To alleviate this overhead, we replicate the metadata dynamically. The metadata agent on each node determines which of the metadata to replicate locally based on the current workload it serves. This solution is largely tackled in geo-distributed storage systems, in which dynamic replication is used to selectively replicate data objects to various discrete regions while minimizing write and storage overhead by adapting this replication based on user requests [24] - [26] . Our solution is largely inspired by their proved design and best practices.
We further reduce the storage overhead by replicating the metadata that is strictly necessary for accessing a file. Indeed, only a tiny subset of the whole metadata for the folder hierarchy of a file has to be accessed before reading it: permissions. In addition, we argue that permission changes are a very infrequent operation that is performed either when a folder is first created or as a manual management task which is unlikely to be time-sensitive ; we could not find any application in which permission change is in the critical path. As such, replicating the permissions is unlikely to have a significant negative effect on the performance of real-world applications. Intuitively, this solution implies that the closer a folder is to the root of the hierarchy, the more likely its permissions are to be replicated to a large number of nodes. As an extreme case, the permissions for the root folder itself would be replicated to every node in the cluster.
In Figure 5 we show a high-level overview of the proposed architecture, highlighting the different modules on each node composing the file system cluster. 
V. TÝRFS: A FILE SYSTEM OPTIMIZED FOR SMALL FILES
In this section we detail the implementation of the above principles in a prototype file system optimized for small files, that we name TýrFS. We implement it as a thin layer atop the Týr transactional, distributed object storage system [27] . The system is composed of a data service described in Section V-A, directly mapped to Týr native semantics. A lightweight metadata management module runs on each server node. We describe in detail its implementation in Section V-B.
Finally, a client library exposes both a mountable and a native interface optimized for TýrFS. We detail it in Section V-C.
A. Implementation of the data service
The data service directly leverages the capabilities natively offered by Týr to efficiently distribute and store data in the cluster. A file in TýrFS is directly mapped to a blob in Týr, with the blob key being the absolute file path.
The predictable distribution of the data across the cluster that we describe in Section IV-B is inherited from Týr. The base system leverages consistent hashing of an object absolute path to distribute data across the cluster. Such method has been demonstrated to fairly distribute the load across the whole cluster in distributed systems, and to be applicable to local file systems [40] . The stored data can thus be located and accessed by TýrFS clients directly. Read and write operations as per the POSIX I/O standard are mapped directly to the blob read and write operations offered by Týr. Folders are also stored as a blob holding a list of all objects contained in it. A folder list operation only requires reading the blob ; adding a file to a folder is implemented as a blob append. A background process compacts the file list when objects are deleted from a folder.
A side effect of using consistent hashing for data distribution is the need to move the physical location of the data when a file is moved in the folder hierarchy. This operation is implemented by writing "staple" records at the new location of the object and of its descendents, referencing their previous location. The data transfer occurs in the background. Moving a folder containing many descendents is consequently a costly operation. We argue that this trade-off is justified by the scarcity of such operations compared to the shorter critical path and thus higher performance of file reads and writes.
B. Popularity-based metadata service
The metadata service is implemented as a lightweight plugin running inside each Týr server process. Its responsibilities are threefold. First, it serves as a persistence layer for the files whose first chunk of data is stored on this process. Second, it integrates a dynamic replication agent, which analyzes the received requests to determine for which folders to replicate and store the metadata information locally. Finally, it serves as a resolver agent for the metadata requests, dispatching the requested information directly if available locally, or forwarding the request to the appropriate node determined using consistent hashing if not. The most interesting part of this metadata service is arguably the dynamic replication agent, which is the focus of this section.
We use popularity as the main metric for dynamic replication to determine which folders to locally replicate metadata for. We define popularity as the number of metadata requests for any given folder in a defined time period. These popularity measurements are performed independently for each node. Consequently, on any given node, the more frequently metadata for a specific folder is requested the more likely it is to be considered for dynamic replication to that node. This metric is particularly suited for workloads accessing vast numbers of small files. Considering that at least a metadata request is needed for reading each file, a data set composed of many files will be significantly more likely to have the metadata for its ancestor folders replicated locally than a data set composed of a single large file.
To measure the popularity for each folder, we record the number of times its metadata is requested to the local resolver agent. Keeping exact counters for each possible folder is memory-intensive, so we only focus on the k most frequently requested folders, k being user-configurable. This problem is known as top-k counting. A variety of memory-efficient, approximate solutions to this problem exist in the literature. For this use-case, such an approximate algorithm is tolerable as popularity estimation errors cannot jeopardize the correctness of the system. Our implementation uses Space-Saving [41] as top-k estimator. It guarantees strict error bounds for approximate request counts, while exhibiting a small, predictable memory complexity of O(k). The output of the algorithm is an approximate list of the k folders for which the metadata is the most frequently requested since the data structure has first been initialized. We perform these measurements over a sliding time window in order to favor immediate popularity over historical measurements.
Whenever a metadata request arrives at the metadata resolver for a folder whose metadata is not locally replicated, the resolver agent determines whether or not it should be replicated. It does so by adding the requested folder path in the current time window for the top-k estimator. If the folder path is present in the output of the estimator, this path should be considered as popular and the associated metadata should be replicated locally. The agent determines which node holds the metadata for this folder, and remotely fetches the metadata from this node. Should the metadata be kept locally, it is stored in a temporary local store. In any case, the fetched metadata is returned to the client. This process is highlighted by the pseudo-code of Algorithm 1. Although folder permission modifications are a very rare occurrence in real-world applications, such metadata updates should nonetheless be consistently forwarded to metadata replicas. We integrate inside the TýrFS metadata agent a synchronous metadata notification service. When the permissions for any given folder are modified, this service synchronously notifies all nodes locally storing a dynamic replica of this metadata. Subscription to updates is performed atomically by a remote metadata agent during the metadata fetch if the remote agent has determined that this metadata should be dynamically replicated to it. Acknowledgement is sent to the client requesting the metadata change only after the update has been applied to all dynamic replicas.
A background bookkeeping service monitors changes in the current time window for the top-k estimator in order to identify the metadata for previously-popular objects that are not popular anymore. The locally available metadata is marked for deletion. It will be kept locally as long as the locally available storage permits. When space needs to be reclaimed, the node deletes the locally-replicated metadata marked for deletion. It also synchronously cancels its subscription for metadata update notifications.
C. TýrFS client
The TýrFS client provides two different interfaces. A native interface exposes all POSIX I/O functions. In addition, a mountable interface, itself based on the native library, allows TýrFS to be mounted as any other file system. The mountable interface leverages the FUSE library. The native interface is implemented as a thin wrapper around the Týr native client library, which handles all the message serialization and communication with the storage cluster.
As an optimization for the TýrFS design, the native interface adds a function to those of the POSIX I/O standard. In common file systems, reading a file is split between the metadata fetching (open) and the data read operation (read). Withi the design of TýrFS embracing collocation of data and metadata, this can be further optimized by combining the two operations into a single one. Doing so saves the cost of an additional client request to the file system cluster, therefore reducing read latency and increasing throughput. The TýrFS client proposes a native method exposing such behavior, named fetch, which functionally opens and reads a file given by its absolute path. 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION
We execute all following experiments on the Grid'5000 testbed we introduced in Section II. The machines we use are part of the Paravance cluster [30] , located in Rennes. Each node embeds 16 cores (2 x 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2630v3 processor) as well as 128 GB RAM. Connectivity between nodes is done using low-latency 10 Gigabit ethernet. All nodes are connected to the same switch. Node-local storage is provided by two 600 GB spinning drives.
We compare the performance of TýrFS with that of multiple file systems, from both the HPC and the Big Data communities. Lustre 2.10.0 [28] and OrangeFS 2.9.6 [28] are deployed according to best practices. With Lustre we dedicate one node for metadata. For Big Data applications we compare TýrFS with Ceph 12.2.0 [39] and HDFS 2.8.0 [32] . All systems are configured not to replicate data, consequently not providing fault-tolerance which is beyond the scope of this paper. We discuss fault tolerance in Section VIII-C.
We benchmark the performance of the file system using two different application profiles. For HPC file systems we leverage the same benchmark as in Section II, which accesses the file system through the TýrFS native client and leverages the fetch operation it provides. The benchmark reads through the whole pre-loaded random dataset from all ranks, evenly distributing the last across all ranks. No actual computation is performed on the data. Big Data Analytics applications are running atop Spark 2.2.0 [42] and are extracted from SparkBench [43] . All these applications have the common characteristic to be mostly read-intensive. We connect Spark applications to Ceph by modifying Hadoop to use the POSIX I/O interface and to TýrFS using the native interface. We expose to Spark the data layout of both systems to ensure data locality. TýrFS is configured with a measurement time window of 1 minute and a k of 20 that we determined to be optimal for our configuration. We discuss this setup in Section VIII-D.
Unless specified otherwise, for Lustre and OrangeFS we use 24 machines to deploy the storage systems, plus 8 machines to deploy the client applications. With Lustre we dedicate one node for metadata management. Big Data applications are deployed alongside storage on the whole 48 nodes of the cluster. All results are the average of 50 experimental runs.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In this section we prove that TýrFS delivers its promise of drastically improving read performance for small files. We also demonstrate that this benefit applies to applicative contexts as diverse as HPC frameworks and Big Data applications compared to state-of-the-art, industry standard file systems.
A. Drawing the baseline performance in HPC contexts
We first compare the performance results obtained with TýrFS to those of Lustre and OrangeFS in the exact same conditions as in Section II. The curves for Lustre and GPFS are reproduced for reference. The size of the input data set is constant. We vary the number of input files between 3,840 × 32 MB files (1 file / rank) to 3.84×10 6 × 32 KB files (10.000 files / rank). The data is generated randomly.
In Figure 6 we plot the total execution time of the benchmark for TýrFS, Lustre and OrangeFS. To evaluate the baseline performance of the metadata replication system, we also plot the performance achieved by TýrFS with dynamic replication disabled. The performance for large files is on par with that of Lustre or OrangeFS due to the possible amortization of the metadata requests. However, TýrFS shows a significant performance improvement over those two systems for small files. Disabling metadata replication causes TýrFS performance to drop at the level of other distributed file systems. The similarity of the performance of TýrFS without metadata replication with that of OrangeFS is due to the fact that both embrace akin distributed metadata management principles. This unequivocally demonstrates the effectiveness of dynamic metadata replication with small files. Figure 7 shows the relative breakdown of the I/O time between the metadata (M) and data (D) access inside the fetch operation. We note that the relative time spent on metadata access as the data file increases tends to decrease with TýrFS. This clearly contrasts with other file systems, in which the throughput drop is mainly due to the high cost of metadata management. In TýrFS, the main factor impacting read time is the added cost of issuing additional read requests. The efficiency of the dynamic metadata replication is highlighted by the performance of TýrFS with this service disabled, which here also is smilar to that of other file systems. 
B. Evaluating performance in a multi-user, shared context
In the previous experiment we did simulate a single-user use-case, where a single application is free to use all system resources. Accessing the file system in these conditions is especially favorable to TýrFS, as the metadata replication is dedicated to a single user and is able to quickly adapt to this application. Yet, it is typical for HPC platforms to offer a single, centralized file system in which all users share a common pool of resources. This is a significantly more complex problem.
We simulate a multi-user setup by replaying on the file system real-world I/O traces from the Second Animation Dataset [44] , representative of a data-intensive I/O workload from multiple clients. We dedicate 24 more clients to this task, each replaying a share of the 3.2 TB trace file at maximum rate. We concurrently execute on 24 other nodes the same benchmark as in the previous experiment, and measure the achieved throughput across all systems varying the size of the input files between 32 KB and 32 MB each. We limit the dynamic replication storage on each node to a low number: 20 replication slots shared across all concurrent users.
In Figure 8 we plot the achieved throughput of our benchmark in these conditions. Similarly to what we observe with single-user experiments, TýrFS significantly outperforms Lustre and OrangeFS as the size of the input files is reduced. Compared to the previous experiment, the shared nature of the file system results in a lower achieved throughput across all systems. TýrFS in particular shows a higher performance reduction at smallest file sizes due to the saturation of the file system nodes. Interestingly, we see that reducing the file size of the input data set from 32 MB to 8 MB in Týr causes a noticeable 8% throughput increase. This is because smaller file sizes involve a higher number of metadata requests for the input file set, which in turn increase the likelihood of the metadata for the data set access path to be dynamically replicated across the whole cluster. This effect is amplified by the low limit we put on the replication store size for each node. These results demonstrate the applicability of TýrFS for shared, highly-concurrent file systems, while additionally confirming that the dynamic metadata replication we propose especially benefits small files use-cases.
C. Ensuring horizontal scalability
Horizontal scalability is a critical feature of large-scale systems targeted at data-intensive applications. It allows the system to scale out, increasing its total performance by adding commodity machines to the cluster. Týr, the base building block of TýrFS, has a demonstrated near-linear horizontal scalability that makes it particularly suitable for large-scale use-cases. TýrFS does not introduce any centralization that could jeopardize these features. In particular, it inherits from OrangeFS the distributed metadata management principles, which support the horizontal scalability of this system. As such, we argue that TýrFS should be able to inherit this desirable feature.
In this section we formally demonstrate the horizontal scalability of TýrFS. We adopt the same setup as in Section VII-A. We vary the number of storage nodes from 2 to 64 on the Paravance cluster. We setup clients on up to 24 nodes of a second Grid'5000 cluster: Parasilo. Both clusters are colocated in the same facility, and are interconnected with lowlatency 2 x 40G Ethernet links aggregated using the Link Aggregaton Control Protocol (LACP). Each client node runs 64 ranks of the MPI read benchmark that concurrently reads files from our random, pre-loaded 1.22 TB data set. We run the benchmark for 5 minutes, reading the dataset from within an endless loop. The dataset we use in this experiment is composed of 3.84 × 10 7 × 32 KB files.
In Figure 9 we plot the measured aggregated throughput of TýrFS across all clients, varying the number of nodes from 2 to 64 and the number of concurrent clients from 64 to 1,536. The results demonstrate that TýrFS shows a near-linear horizontal scalability when adding nodes to the storage cluster, being able to serve more clients with higher aggregate throughput. The decrease in throughput observed with the smallest cluster sizes when increasing the number of clients is due to the saturation of the storage servers. In this configuration, and despite working on a data set composed of very small files, we measured the throughput of TýrFS as high as 36 GB / s across all clients with 64 storage servers and 1,536 concurrent client ranks. 
D. Experimenting with Big Data applications
For these experiments we setup a configuration according to the best practices for Big Data Analytics. We deploy both the storage system and the computation on all 48 nodes of the cluster. We compare the performance of Týr with that of Ceph and HDFS. The experiments are based on a series of different Spark applications.
We leverage SparkBench [43] to confirm that the design of TýrFS yields significant performance improvements with small files for applications showing a wide range of I/O profiles. We use exactly the same setup as in the previous experiment, and execute three read-intensive benchmarks extracted from the benchmark suite: Connected Component (CC), Grep (GR) and Decision Tree (DT). These benchmarks are intended to evaluate the I/O performance of TýrFS when faced with different workloads types, respectively graph processing, text processing and machine learning. In Figure 10 we plot the aggregate throughput obtained across all nodes when varying the size of the input data set files. Overall, the results are very similar to those obtained with Lustre and OrangeFS. This is not surprising, and is mostly due to the very similar architecture of all these file systems, in which the relative cost of metadata management increases as the file size decreases. For these experiments as well, the throughput drop we observe with TýrFS when using 32 KB files instead of 32 MB files is only of about 25%. In similar conditions, other systems show a much more significant throughput drop of more than 90%. This results in a 3.8× increase of total computation time with OrangeFS, wasting computing resources.
Not all applications are read-intensive. Although write performance is not a main target of this paper, it is critical to understand precisely the impact of dynamic metadata replication for balanced and write-intensive workloads as well. To do so, we add two more applications to the experiment: Sort (SO) from SparkBench, which illustrates a balanced I/O workload, and Tokenizer (TZ), which provides a write-intensive one. Tokenizer reads a text file, tokenizes each line into words, and calculates the NGrams=2 for each line. Ngrams are saved as text. This is a common preprocessing step in topic modeling for documents where word patterns are extracted for feeding a machine learning model. In Figure 11 we plot the measured write throughput for Sort and Tokenizer with TýrFS, Ceph and HDFS. The performance of the write operations are similar across the two experiments. In terms of write performance, TýrFS exhibits a write performance consistent with that of Ceph. Ceph outperforms both TýrFS and HDFS for write throughput by a margin or respectively 8% and 35%.
Considering the application as a whole, Figure 12 summarizes our results for Big Data applications. We measure the application completion time difference for 32 MB files relative to that obtained with 32 KB files. The throughput advantage of TýrFS over Ceph and HDFS with small files is clearly visible on the application completion time, allowing it to retain at least 73% of its performance when using 32KB instead of 32MB files. Ceph and HDFS in similar conditions retain less than 5% of their performance, hence wasting costly resources. Overall, the impact of small input files is significantly lower for all three systems with Sort and Tokenizer applications because of the higer influence on writes, for which all three systems show comparable performance. The write-intensive Tokenizer application gives a 4% advantage to Ceph because of its slightly higher write throughput compared to TýrFS.
VIII. DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss the main features and design choices of TýrFS. We detail which parts of its design impose limitations that makes it unfit for several use cases.
A. Is TýrFS also suitable for large files?
TýrFS design is specifically designed to benefit use cases involving large numbers of small files. Yet, while not the scope of this paper, no fundamental part of its design make TýrFS unfit for large files. It inherits from Týr the ability to handle very large files efficiently, by leveraging chunking. The metadata distribution in TýrFS will however be less effective with large files. The main reason is that the metadata for any given file is co-located only with the first chunk of the file. Reading a different chunk will trigger a remote metadata fetch for the file, which is unnecessary for small files.
B. Which use-cases is TýrFS unfit for?
Centralized metadata management offers many possibilities for managing the data saved in the system. For example, data reduction using deduplication is a well known technique to reduce storage resources. Efficient file copy at the metadata level is another technique often used to substantially increase performance of copy-on-write data sets compared to traditional file systems. Automatic data tiering could allow to balance data over multiple storage mediums depending on a given set of rules. The predictable data distribution based on consistent hashing makes all these techniques significantly more challenging to implement in TýrFS compared to other file systems, in which the metadata fetch happens prior to the data fetch.
C. What about fault tolerance?
None of the experiments presented in this paper did leverage fault-tolerance, which is outside the scope of this paper. TýrFS has been designed with this requirement in mind. In particular, data is fault-tolerant natively thanks to the data replication built inside Týr. Although not implemented in our prototype, the replication of the file metadata could be performed easily. In that context, we would replicate the metadata for any given file on all nodes storing a replica of the first chunk for that file. The replicated metadata do not need to be fault-tolerant.
D. How does one configure TýrFS?
The two configuration parameters specific to TýrFS are relative to the metadata replication module.
The size of the measurement sliding window needs to be carefully chosen. Indeed, it poses a tradeoff between responsiveness and accuracy of the measurement system. Setting this value too high would cause a relatively high replication latency because of the higher number of requests needed for a value to be part of the top-k values on each node. Setting it too low causes the popularity estimation to be performed on little data, hence reducing accuracy of the measurement. In practice, this value should be low compared to the average lifetime of applications, but high enough to capture a sufficient amount of requests. In our experiments, we measured 1 minute to provide a correct balance.
The second important parameter is the size of the output top-k estimator. Specifically, a larger k will enable more values to be monitored at the cost of memory. A smaller k would reduce the amount of monitored values at the expense of accuracy. In our experiments and in all traces we could study, most of the I/O is concentrated on a very small portion of a file system at a time. This benefits the metadata replication system, which is able to provide high metadata replication efficiency with relatively low values of k. In all our experiments, a value superior to 20 did never yield significant performance improvements. For larger deployments shared between many users, setting a higher k value could lead to increased efficiency of the metadata replication. This should be determined empirically based on the specifics and estimated load of each deployment.
IX. CONCLUSION
Small files are known to be a significant challenge for most distributed file systems. Indeed, the hierarchical nature of this storage model often commands separating the metadata from data in the cluster. With small files, the cost of fetching metadata easily dominates the cost of actually fetching the data. This is especially problematic when dealing with very large amounts of small files, in which over 90% of the I/O time can be dedicated to fetching metadata. For use-cases reading many small files at large scale, it is critical to ensure efficient metadata management. In this paper we argue that this cannot be done without rethinking data and metadata management in a distributed file system.
We propose TýrFS as a solution to the problem. TýrFS enables clients to locate any piece of data in the cluster independently of any metadata server. A dynamic metadata replication module adapts to the workload to efficiently replicate the necessary metadata on nodes from which the associated data is frequently accessed. Clients can then read frequently accessed data directly, without involving additional servers. We did implement a prototype of TýrFS over the Týr storage system. Experiments on the Grid'5000 testbed showed a performance improvement of more than an order of magnitude with smaller file sizes compared to state-of-theart storage systems. These improvements are applicable both to HPC and Big Data Analytics use cases.
Future work includes further improving the design of TýrFS for enabling writes to small files at high speed to provide a complete solution for managing small files at scale. We plan to evaluate TýrFS on large-scale platforms, facing real-world users and applications.
